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ABSTRACT

Four teams incorporating scientists and engineers ffom more than 50 universities and 20 en=@eerini Ems have
assessed techniques for detecting and characterizmg terrestrial planets orbiting nearby stars. The primuy conclusion
from the effort of the past two years is that with suitable technology investment starting now, a mission to detect
terrestrial planets around 150 nearby stars could bs launched wi'thin a decade. Missions of smaller scale could carry out
more modest programs capable of detecti7g and characterizing gas giant pIanets around tens of stars and of detecting
terrestrial planets around the nearest s'ars.

1. TPF ARCHlTECTURE STUDIES
In May 2000, four inciustziallacademic study teams began their investigations into architectures capable of
perforining the TPF mission of searcbing -150 stars for earth-&
planets and looking for signs of habitabiliry or life
around my planets detected in an initial survey. The team, composed of sciedtists, en,@xn, and technologists,
analyzed the capabilities of the merent architectures and assessed the technical feasibility of the various concepts. In

the first phase of the studies the teams were encouraged to explore the broadest possible range of ideas. In the second
phzse the teams carried out detailed analyses and bade studies on tho, most promising dppioaches for a P F mission
planned to start deveIopment around 2010.
Each of the teams defined their o m approach for identifying and evaluahg mission concepts. These concepts
generally fell into thrse categories-the two largest categoriEs a ~ einte&zomems and coronagraphs, with most of the
interferometexs designed to detect the th-"I
iniiared s i p d 5om planets, and most of the coronagraphs designed to
detect the visible light reflected &om Lle parent'star. Within each of these two categories is a broad range of architectma1
concepts. A third category consists of
architectures
that
are
neither
Table 1. TPF Architectures
interferometers nor coronagraphs. In
generd, the mission concepts in the
Study Team
Architecture CIass
third category either cannot perform the
full TPF mission of detection and
BaII Aerospace
Shaped Pupil, Visible Light Coronagraph
charactsization OT are based on new
Classiqal Coronagraph
technologies that are ta be judged well
B oeing-SVS
Non-Redundant Linear h a y (hyper-telescope)
beyond what is achievable in the next
decade. A few examples of these are a
Apodiztd Square Aperture (partial stu13y)
separatcd spacecraft, Fresnel Lens
Lockheed-Maii
I
RInterfero'ineter (structurally connected and
coronag~aphand a separated spacecraft
separated spacecraft)
occulter.
TRW
Large IR Coronagraph
During this period of the
JPL
Re-examination of Separated Spco,ci& E3
exploration of Berent concepts, the
interferometer (T?F Book design)
TPF Science Working Group. (TPF-

SW-G) qieed that both the rhermal infrared and the visible-near infrared portions of the spectrum offered adequatc
idonnation on the physical properties of planets, habitabiliv, and the presence of Iife (biom-kers) so that techiiological
readiness, not wavelength, should be the driving discrimirjant in khoosing among vaiious architectures”’.

Afterabout seven months of work, each teanprovided a r-d
list of thek‘Eve prefemd designs at the preliminary
architecture review in December 2000. With additional input from the study tearhs and the aid of the TPF-SWG the TPF
Project selected from among the top ranked concepts to provide a diverse set of concepts h i more detailed study (TabIe
1). Some of the confractors elected to investigate an additional concept at a lower level of effort Between December
2000 and December 2001, the industrial teams made detailed stu?ies of their selected architectures. After a review that
inchded the TPF-SWG and an independent TPF Technolog Review Board, the TPF Project selected a visible light
coronagraph and an infrared coronagraph as being borh capable of meeting TPFs scientific gods and being tecfically
feasible with suitable investment These options are described briefly bdow and in more detail in the Summary Repon
on Architecture Studiesfor the Terrestrial Planst Find=? and 7he Terrestrial Planet Finder: A .NASA Origins Program to
Search for Habitable FIanetsd.
1.1.

IR Nulling interferometer
An IR nulling interferometer operating either on a fxed -40-m structure or in a separated spacecrafc confi,ourtion
offers good pn-ormance. It can achieve the fundamental TPP.goaIs of surveying nearby stars for Eaahs, carrying out a
low spemal resolution characterization of the armospberes, and searching amongst the brightest detected planets for
ozone, an impoitant biomarker (see references 3,4,
and 5 for general summaries of the interferometTic approach‘toT”m.
In these designs, the zqgular resolution is of courst limited by the len-gth of the structure. The benefits of a single
spacecraii system must, however, be weighed against the iaability to resolve habitable zones subtending smaller angles.
Deciding between these two altematives will require that important scientific, progammatic and technological
tradeof&be made over the next 3-4 years. The indefinite deferral of the starlight fright mission makes it unlikeIy that a
separated spacecraft technology demonstration mission can operational before -2010,thus calling into question the
viabiIity of a formation flying version of TPF rea$ for launch by 2015. If a flight validation of the formation flying
intexferometer is judged to be necessary prior to slementation on TPF, and if work over the next few years
demonstrates that a sb-ucmraIIy connected interferometer would be adeqcate to study a reasonable sample of stars, then
NASA may choose to focus ut an eurly dare on this implementation of a nulling intderometer.
The issue of ancillary science is more challenging for the interferometer than for the coronagraph. While a cooled
interferometer in T a c t offers thousand-fold sensitivity advantags relative to ground-based system, the anQdar
resolution of a ~ 4 0 - mFixed boom system is modest compared to the Heck or VLT InterFerometers. A sepaiated
spacecraft version of TPF would offer dramatic gains in both smsitivity and an,@ar resolution for imaging science using
baselines out to 1 h.
I; should be noted that extension to baselines longer than a few 100 m or operation on sources
Without a bright on-axis star (K-17 mag) to phase the intm-erometer would add significant complexity and cost to the
system.
The largest area of technical risk for the iniiared interferometers is not in the performance of the individual
components but in the operation of the various dements as a complete system No jnsurmomtable problems were
idtntified at the component or assembly level. Most of the requked elements are eithei under development and making
good progress or are reasonable extensions of technology being developed for missions and ground observatories that
wilI be in place well before TPF needs them. But the overd1complexity of this system, which incorporates the some of
the most difficult aspects of S E E , NGST, SIM, and Stailight, cannot be overemphasized. Issues of integration and test
wiu be very impomnt A major focus of TPF technology development in support of these architectures must be the
divelopment of system-level testbeds, simulators and intemted models that will provide the necessary insight into ~e
problem associated with TPF perfomznce at ihe system Itvel.

Visible Telescope with a
Coronagraph andlor Apodized
Aperture
The primary focus of one team and the
secondary prioriv of another team was on a visible
light system using a large telescope alon,o with a
variety of techniques to reject diffracred md
scattered starlight A coionagiaph incorporating a
shaped pupil mask and a deformable mirror
operating on a monoIithic 4x10-m telescope
shaped to fit into existing launch shrouds oEers
p o d per€oLmce and can achieve the
fundamental TPF goah of surveying nearby stars
for Earii, carrying out a low spectral resolution
characterization of the atmospheres, and s m r c h g
for an important biomarkec molecular oxygen, in
the brightest planets detected.
1.2.

.

Table 2. Time to Survey 150 Stars for 1 Epoch (days)

-

Survey Time

Architecture
Ball Coronagraph
Ball Shaped pupil
Boeing-SVS Apodized Square
Aperture (ASA)
Boehg-SVS Non-RedundantLinear
kaYw
4
Lockheed Maiiiin (LlvlSS)
40-m truss
Separated Spacecraft (Book Design)

15
50
262

55
40

106

-

The issue of ancillary science for this system is' s.caightforward. The Ball and Boehg-SVS teams envision
incorporating the coronagraphic capability as just one of a number of focal plan- instruments. Traditional EST-lik-,
visiblef0-Vinstruments would offer greatly expaded scientific potential due to operation o,n a telescope with 20 times
the collecting area of EST.
. The areas of greatest technical risk for the visible coronagraph are in tIie development, manufacturing and
implementation of the large, ulfr2-low wavefront tu01 (WFE) primary mirror and components associated with the
challenging requirements for starlight suppression. The TPF,coronagraphrequires a lightweight primary mkor three to
four times the size of the EST minor with a (corrected) wavefront m o r 0
over the criticaI mid-spatial frequencies
of=lA rms and a stability of 51 hi rms over the required integration time of several hours. The coronagraphs themselves
are functionally simple,
although the demands for system
Time T o Survey 150' Stars far 1 Epoch
pe'bormance are chaUen-&g, none
are thought to be insmuntable.
Work is in progress on many of the
required elements, and in some
cases (e:,.
the high actuator
density-deformable mirrors), is
progressing very we& Studies are
underway with reagard to possible
approaches for mirror fabrication.
->m
3 3000
M i o r development will be a top
i
priority over the next several years.
5
2o00
A major focus of TPF technology
development in support of this
lo00
arcb.itectu.re is, and will continue to
be, the development of systcm-level
0
testbeds, simulators, and integrated
0
20
40
60
BO
100
220
140
models that wiII provide the
Number of Stars
necessary insight into
the
levels Of pfi*o*mce
in Fi,pre 1.T h e cumulative time to search the habitable zones around a sample of
h e IabOiatOrY and Problem
150 stars (1epoch) is shown for 6 different architectures. The ASA performance
associated with knplemeidng &is
could be improped with the implementation of a deformable mirror to further
architectme in space h i P F .
reduce scattered light.

. .

1.3.
Comparison ofObserving Time Requirements
F i g r e 1 summarizes the time required to complete a survey of 150 stars. Because of the need to observe these stars
at b e e epochs to comLm the detections and make a preliminary determination of orbital parameters, the full survey
wouId take approximateiy 3 times longer. These estimates have not besn optimized for observing szategies appropriate
to paiiticular designs or SAY coverage through the year.
The Ball coronagraph completes the survey in the shortest time, but in all cases except &e Bocjng-SVS
coronagaph, a three-fold redundant survey can b-, coqlcted in less than 1 year. The peiforrnance of Boeing-SVS
system could be made comparable to that of the Ball coronagraph by the addition of a deformable mirror to improve the
ratio of planet light to residual starfight. The factor of two difference in speed between the two inbred interferometers is
probably not significant given the large number of 2ssurnptions about ins'irumental and obsevational parameters.

A program of searching 150 stars along with follow-up observations to characterize -50 planers in greater
speceoscopic detail at a few days apiece could be carried out in half of a five-year mission. The remainder of the fiveyear mission duration could be spent on general amphysics investigations or kept as a reserve aainst decreases in
instiument capabifity or operational efficiency.

2. PRECURSOR MfSSlONS TO DETECT GAS-GIANT PLANETS AND NEARBY EARTHS

The TFF-SWG cnsidered 6% potpn$z
application of V F technology to the study of gas
eiant planets and was emphatic that detection anc
characterization of such planets was of s
e
a
scientiiic interest in its own right For example
FiDwes2 and 3 show visible and mid-R spectra o
various =asgiant planets. The appeaiancs of the gas
gants in our own solar system are quite disrincr
from one another and the physical properties and
evolutionary history leading to those differences
represent fundamental questions for OUT
understanding of planets in general. In many cases,
gas giants can be detected inore casily '
h
terresirial planets, depending on wavslen,gqh region
and orbital location. Advantages of direct detection
of giant planets, particularIy those on more distant
orbits, include immediate and simple identification
of multiple planets and planets on long periods that
would be diffictllt to detect with radial velocities or
astromeb5c techniques. In the long run,spec& or
color information available from direct detection
techniques could yield radius and mass estimates
that might be accurate enough to distinguish
between gas-giant and terrestrial planets, but
verifying such an assmion will require dynamicd
and photomeoic data on a larger s q l e of objects
than atnine planets in OUT own soIar system.
The P 3 - S W G emphasized that a mission
capable.of studying a large number of giant planets
2nd a small nm3er of tenestrid plaaets (those
w i t h 8 pc) would be a scientiilcdlj credible and
important mission6. Such a mission would also

'i,oue 2. The visible spectra of planets in OUT solar msfem reveal
of information on tieir physical properties ("raub,

a great deal

privatecomm.)

missions capable of finding md ch-acterizing in
=eater detail more Earths around more distant
s;Us. The case for a iaission o i s d l e r scope
than the ~"ull
TPF mission described in this report
would be greatly bolstered if transit experiments,
such 2s the KepIer' mission or by o h -I means,

Emergent Flux for a 15-MI Object
at 10 pc

were to determine .that terrestrial-sized planets .in
the habitable zones of solar-;yi>&stars were a
common occmence9, qe-1. As described in their
final reports, a number of the teams investigated
smaller-scale yet scientificany meritorious
missions that would potentially be less
technoIo~caIlychalIen,&g, lower in cost and
risk, and ready to proceed into implementation
before the LWIscale TPF (Table 3).

Wavelength (,m)

3. STRATEGY LEADING TO A
Fi,u-e 3. The infrared spectrum of giant pIanets offers a number of
FORMULATION PHASE BY 2007
TPF will be the next major-mission in the
Origins program following SIRn, SIM and NGST witb a launch date around 2015. In support of this sch,ndule NASA
wilI enter a 3-4 year period of intensive scientific investigation,designstudy and technology development leading to the
seltction of the fmal TPF architecture no Iater than mid FY 2006 in preparation for ent-aing the formulation phase by FY
2007. During the pre-ionnulation phase, NASA has alIocated $"OM to support three main areas of activities: scizncc,
mission studies, and technology development:
Approximately 10%of the totalTPF budget wiIl be allocated on an annual bzsis to support ?PF preparatory science
investigations and fellowships with the goal to understand 6etter the nature and, ifpossible, &e frequency of occurrence
ofEmWike planets around other stars. Tnese fonds u4I be awarded through competitive pioctsses such 2s NASA
Research Announcements.
0

TPL will perfom detailed mission studies of 'poiddesigns" foi the coronagraphic and interfeiometic versions of

VF.The products of these studies will be concepts similar in nature and utility to the NGST 'Yardstick" design

developed by GS%Cin the early stages of NGST development
~

Mission
.

Starlight

IR Interferometer .

(9-m basehe,
two 0.6-m minois)

IR Interferometer
(20 m,4 2-m mirrors)
Viside Coronagraph
(2-m mirror)
Visible Coionagiaph
(4-rn mirror)

-~

Table 3. PotentialTPF Precursors

Technology Benefit

Formation Flying Interferometry
Demonstrate IR nulling piecisiori,
cryogenic s " r e
Demonstrate Enulling, precision,
cryogenic structuie
Demonstrate visible coronagraph,
apodized 2 p p ' ~ - e s
Demonsfxale visible coronagraph,
apodized apeiie; fa3dcation of
large ttlescopes

Science Return

None

Detection of Hot Jupiters
Jupiters, Nearest Earths (4pc)
Low resolution spectroscopy of
Jiipiters to 25 pc
High resolution spectroscopy of
Jupiters to 50 pc, N w e a Earths.
Strong ancillvy astrophysics

The bulk of P
I
?
funding wiU be targeted to developing the key te&ologies needed for both archi'kctures. The goal
will be to develop the critical technologies by the end of FY2005 to the level required to assess the& suitability for
inclusion in a mission that would start aroimd 2010. Technology development will be perfomed throngh a combination
of eeorts at P Land major competed efiorts in industry or at universities. Several major technology solicita6onshave
already been executed or are in preparation. FoIIowiTlg the selecrion of an architecture, the design will b e refined and key
technologies developed durin,o the formulation phase. Additional insight into the scientifc OT technology issnes will be
gained from precursor missions such as SlRTF and Kepkr as well as any other precursors.

4. INVOLVEMENT WITH INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

The TPF Project has worked closely with other space agencies to lay the groundwork for future collaboration. In
Europe, ESA has been studying the Darwin mission which is an nulling IR interferometer similar to the fiee flying
interhomEter studied in the US. Two years ago NASA and ESA each named scientists to seme on the science team of
the oiher agency's project A Letter of Agreement is pending between ES.4 and NASA to lay out plans for collaborative
studies and ITAR-compliant technology development in support of the architecture downselect to take place in 2-3
years. This letter acknowledges the ultimate goal of a collaboration on a joint TPFDarwin mission. Each agency will
continue to have members on both science t e a and will'have semi-annual management meetings to cnsure close
coordination between the projects and agencies on technology plans, key decisions and project milestones. In addition to
its confacts with ESA, the TPF Project has worked with the Inter-Agency Consultative Group (L4CG) that advises
NASA, ESA, the Japanese (TSAS) and Russian space agencies. The TACG has established a working group to advise all
four agencies on the opportunitiesfor additional collaborations.

5. CONCLUSION
As the technolog matures and the opportunity to start tbe mission approaches, NASA and the science community
will have to reach a consensus on the scientific performance in the areas of planet finding and general aseophysics
needed to justify the mission. The present view on the lIIlpoitance of P F s goals is well described in the NAS/NRC
s w e y of zstronomy and astrophysics (2001) which concluded":
"Searchfor lge outside ojearth and, if it isfound, determikc its nature and its.dim*burionin the
gal q...
[DzisJ is so challen,oing and of such importance that it could occupy omonomers for the
foreseeable future."
Some of T p E s obs-national capabilities will be affordable; others will have to be deferred to subsequenc still more
capable missions. This judpment will demand increased knowledge about all aspects of the frequency, nature and
evolution of planetaii systems. The missions and investigations outlined above, iTlcIuding SIRTI?, SIM, Kepler, and
NGST, as well as ground-based activities will provide important scientific backgromd. The technology program, if
adequately funded, will provide the engineering basis for choosing a particular design ant implementing it in a timely
and cost-efiective manner. At the end of P F ' s pie-foimulation phase, NASA, together with its potential international
parmers, will be prepared to address the challenge of looking for habitable planets and seeking signs of life bcyond the
Solar System.
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